
Sommelier’sChoice

TI KUAN YIN PRESTIGE          18
A tea of legends, this most extraordinary China oolong boasts beautiful hand-rolled 
emerald-coloured leaves that are only partially oxidised to produce a smooth and 
silky flavour of white blossoms. A masterpiece that bears well the name of “Iron Buddha”.

LONGEVITY TEA 20
Envelop your senses with this precious TWG Tea essence: a magical mélange of rare 
white teas which boast a high percentage of downy silver tips. This blend infuses 
into a royal yellow cup and yields a raw and crystalline flavour, sparkling and fresh. 
A joyful tea to extend the brevity of existence.

DA HONG PAO PRESTIGE   48
Rare - One of the most precious teas of China, this rare oolong is harvested according 
to ancestral rites on the rocky slopes of the legendary Wu Yi Mountain. Exuding rare, 
woody notes reminiscent of chestnut and hazelnuts, this harvest features curiously 
rolled leaves and a strong, rich and woody taste which lingers on the palate. 
An exceptional tea of China.

JADE DRAGON  TEA 20
Precious - This astonishing and beautiful rolled tea from the Zhejiang region has been 
celebrated since the Ming Dynasty. The leaves are plucked three days after the spring 
Qing Ming Festival and are twisted into long, elegant strands. A very powerful, 
full-bodied TWG green tea, it releases a golden infusion that leaves a hint of 
sweetness on the palate.

JASMINE NIGHT TEA   12
Blossoming at dusk, jasmine flowers give a rhapsody of fragrance to the nighttime
breeze. These aromatic petals are skillfully blended with high quality TWG Tea 
green tea to yield a light yet intensely fragrant cup.

WHITE NIGHT JASMINE TEA 21 
Precious - The rarest Yin Zhen white tea tips are blended with a most enveloping 
and fragrant night blooming TWG jasmine. This Fujian tea is one of the most 
extravagant jasmine teas of China.
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